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Introductory Note

New England Data Management Community

This study group is offered as a service of DAMA New England for DAMA New England 
members. It not an official, DAMA International authorized training course because DAMA-I has 
not yet created an authorized trainer program.

The purpose of this group is to help prepare members to take the CDMP. We will do so by 
reviewing the content of chapters of the DMBOK2.

The chapter makes no claims for the effectiveness of the sessions or the ability of participants to 
pass the CDMP exam after having attended. In fact, you should plan on doing a lot of individual 
study to pass the exam.



Chapter 8: Data Integration & Interoperability 
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Data Integration & Interoperability includes processes related to the 
movement and consolidation of data within and between data stores, 
applications, and organizations.

1.0  Introduction 
1.3 – Essential Concepts*

2.0  Data Integration Activities
3.0  Tools
4.0  Techniques
5.0  Implementation Guidelines
6.0  DII Governance 

• Significant content

Primary contributor to this chapter, April Reeve



What is Data Orchestration and Why is it so Important?
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• Data Integration Consolidates 
data into consistent forms 
(physical or virtual). Two or more 
systems can share data.

• Data Interoperability Provides 
ability for multiple systems to 
communicate; two or more 
systems remain unchanged and 
can work together. 

The goal of DII is that data moves efficiently to/from different data stores 

“DII”

Philadelphia Orchestra



Introduction 
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• Data migration and conversion

• Data consolidation into hubs or marts

• Integration of vendor packages into an org’s portfolio

• Data sharing between applications and across organizations

• Distributing data across data stores and data centers

• Archiving data

• Managing data interfaces

• Obtaining and ingesting external data

• Integrating structured and unstructured data

• Providing operational intelligence and management decision support

DII Solutions enable basic data management functions on which most 
organizations depend:



Business Drivers for DII

Architecting DI for the Enterprise:

• When managing data movement 
efficiently is primary

• Need to simplify sharing 
transactional and operational 
data across the organization

• Integration of various data stores 
and accommodating external 
applications

Javier@enroutesystems.com
SlideShare

Disparate 
data stores 
and 
applications  

Moving data 
across many 
data stores 
within and 
externally

DII drives down cost required to support and manage moving data across the 
organization into a uniform and usable format. 

Supports ability to comply 
with standards and 
regulations.

mailto:Javier@enroutesystems.com


DII is Dependent on Several Areas of Data Management
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1. Data 
Governance

2. Data 
Architecture

3. Data 
Security

4. Metadata

5. Data Storage 
& Operations

6. Data 
Modeling & 

Design 

What data management discipline is for:

1. Transformation rules and message structures
2. Designing solutions
3. Ensuring solutions protect the data – whether 

persistent, virtual or in-motion
4. Tracking the tech inventory of data, the business 

meaning, the rules for transforming, the 
operational history and lineage of the data

5. Managing the physical instances of the data 
solution

6. Designing the data structures – including physical 
& virtual instances as well as messages passing 
info between apps and orgs.



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts (Section 1.3)
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Figure 6.7 ETL Process Flow

• Load  step is physically storing the 
transformed results in target system

• May require more processing 
(depending on target system 
requirements) or may be in final form

Figure 6.8 ETL Process Flow

ELT
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• Transformations occur after the load
• Allows source data to be in raw form 

in the target datastore
• Common in Big Data where ELT loads 

the data lake

Extract – selecting, 
extracting, staging (physically 
or in memory)

Transform – Makes data 
compatible; remove, copied, 
trigger events. Examples: 
- Format, structure, semantic 
conversion, de-duping, re-
ordering

Load – Physically storing or 
presenting results in the 
target system in final or near-
final form. 



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts
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• Twelve essential concepts covered in section 1.3.6, followed by 
architectural concepts

• A lot of content to understand – which supports content of sections 
and DMBoK chapters 
• Chapter 4 – Data Architecture
• Chapter 6 – Data Storage and Operations



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts, continued
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Essential Concepts Description

Mapping Synonym for transformation
• Defines the sources, rules to identify, targets for load, rules for identifying 

target rows for update, and transformation rules or calculations.

Latency The time difference between:
- when data is generated in the source 
- available for use in the target system

Latency can be high (batch) or low (event-driven) to very low (real-time 
synchronous).

Batch Movement of data between apps or orgs manually or on a schedule. 
- Snapshot – full set at a given point in time
- Delta - data with changed values since the last time it was sent 

Micro-batch processing, small and higher frequencies, reduces latency. 

Twelve essential concepts covered in section 1.3.6 



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts, continued
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Essential Concepts Description

Change Data Capture Method of reducing bandwidth by filter to include only data that has been changed 
within a defined timeframe (inserts, changes, deletes) – passes deltas only.
Three (3) techniques: 1. Data may also be tagged with identifiers or timestamps; 2. 
List of objects / identifiers when changing data; 3. Process copied to separate 
object and may be outside of the DB for extract processing.

Near-real-time and Event-
driven

Non-batch solution in which data is processed in a defined schedule or when an 
event happens, such as a data update. Lower latency than batch and usually 
implemented using a service bus. 

Asynchronous The system providing data does not wait for the receiving system to acknowledge 
update before continuing processing.  AKA near-real-time. Implies sending or 
receiving system could be off-line without the other systems also off-line. 
Integration is called near-real time.



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts, continued
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Essential Concepts Description

Real-time, Synchronous Used when no time delay / differences between source and target systems are 
acceptable. Executing process waits for confirmation from other apps before 
next activity or transaction. Processes fewer transactions, requires less state 
management, may lead to blocking or delay other transactions. 

Low latency or Streaming Requires large investment in HW and SW enable fast data movement across 
large distances. Solid state HW or in-memory SW solutions reduce traditional 
read-write processing and are usually asynchronous.

Replication Applications maintain exact copies of data sets in multiple physical locations.  In 
most cases replication utilities synchronize the data sets using change logs;  
minimizes the impact on operational applications. Works best when source and 
target data sets are exact copies and is not optimal if data changes may occur 
at multiple copy sites. 



How is DII Achieved – Essential Concepts, continued
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Essential Concepts Description

Archiving Moving data that is used infrequently or not actively to an alternate data structure or 
storage solutions. Reduces cost and improves operational efficiency. 
Note – archive technology should be maintained in order to support the data.

Enterprise Message Format / 
Canonical Model

A common model that standardizes the format in which data will be shared. Use of a 
canonical model limits the number of data transformations needed as each system 
transforms to the central model.
Complex item to develop up-front – however reduces the complexity of data 
interoperability.  

Interaction Models Describe ways to make connections between systems in order to transfer data:. 
• Point-to-point – systems pass data directly; inefficient for processing, interface 

management and may introduce potential inconsistencies. 
• Hub-and-spoke – consolidates shared data (phys or virtually) such as DWs, DMs, 

Op Data Stores, MDM hubs. ESBs move the data; latency may be unacceptable in 
this solution. 

• Publish-Subscribe – When data is pushed to systems (published) and other systems 
pull data (subscribe). Multiple consuming systems can share published data sets. 



DII Architecture Concepts
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Orchestration & Process Controls

Ensures: Shipment, Delivery, Extraction & 
Loading are accurate

• DB Activity Logs
• Exception Logs
• Batch Job Logs
• Job dependency charts
• Alerts
• Job “clock” info

Tight – riskier from a 
failure point

Loose – data is passed 
via message queues 
or APIs

Service

Application Coupling



DII Architecture Concepts, continued
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Concept Acronym Description

Enterprise Application 
Integration model 

EAI Application Programming Interfaces (API) gate keep data updates between 
systems.

Enterprise Service Bus ESB System that acts as intermediary between systems, passing messages.

Service-oriented Architecture SOA Service calls between applications provide or update data. Application 
independence; implementation is a black box to the calling application.

Complex Event Processing CEP Processes streams of info (data) about events and derive a conclusion. Often 
tied to Big Data.

Data Federation and 
Virtualization

Disparate data stored brought together in non-physicals ways. Federation 
requires structure; Virtualization provides a single DB of distributed databases 
as well as multiple heterogeneous databases. 

Data as a Service DaaS Data licensed from a vendor and provided on-demand or data within an 
organization shared by systems or functions. 

Cloud –based Integration AKA IPaaS – Integration Platform as a Service; resides outside the 
organization.

Data Exchange Standards Formal rules for the structure of data elements. ISO, industry-specific, NEIM



Data Integration Activities
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Plan & 
Analyze

Design DI 
Solution

Develop DI 
Integration 
Solutions

Implement 
& Monitor



Data Integration Activities
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2.1 Plan & 
Analyze

Step Key Points

2.1.1 - Define Data Integration 
and Lifecycle Requirements

• Requires understanding the organizations’ business objectives; data required and 
technology; laws, compliance obligations, org policies, retention

• Uncovers valuable metadata that should be managed from discovery through 
operations

2.1.2 - Perform Data Discovery • Identify potential sources of the data for the integration effort.

2.1.3 - Document Data Lineage • How the data flows through the organization; entry through systems to outputs

2.1.4 - Profile Data • Understand data content and structure; identify gaps. 
• Basic analysis of data format, population, values, patterns/relationships internal 

to the data set and relationships to other data sets.

2.1.5 - Collect Business Rules • Critical subset of requirements; statement that defines or constrains an aspect of 
business processing.



Data Integration Activities
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Step Key Points

2.2.1 - Design DI Architecture • Select Interaction Model – hub-and –spoke; point-to-point, publish-subscribe
• Design Data Services or Exchange Patterns – create or re-use existing flows to 

move the data; use data exchange specifications.

2.2.2 - Model Data Hubs, 
Interfaces, Messages and Data 
Services

• Data structures needed for DII
• Identify data structures needed, includes those in which data persists, such as  

MDM, DW, and marts, etc. and those that are used for moving or transforming.

2.2.3 - Map Data Sources to 
Targets

• Involves specifying transformation rules; tech format of S-to-T, specify transform 
for all points, describes how final / intermediate data will be populated, includes 
how data are transformed as well as what calculations are required.

2.2.4 - Design Data 
Orchestration

• Pattern of data flows from start to finish
• For batch, indicate frequency; real-time indicate trigger  

2.1 Plan & 
Analyze

2.2 Design 
DI Solution



Data Integration Activities
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Development Step Key Points

2.3.1 - Data Services • Develop services to access, transform and deliver data as specified
• Common vendor tool set across the enterprise is best

2.3.2 - Data Flows • Integration or ETL flows; batch flows in scheduler
• Mappings or coordination points; ESB; Real-time integration

2.3.3 - Data Migration 
Approach

• Involves  transformation of data to the format of the receiving application
• Analysis and profiling important inputs to be used

2.3.4 - Publication Approach • Making data available to other systems; event-driven or periodic schedule
• Canonical model = best practice

2.3.5 - Complex Event 
Processing Flow

• Requires historical data and rea-time stream to populate the model
• Timing developed

2.3.6 - Maintain DII Metadata • Identify, manage, and maintain using governance processes

2.2 Design 
DI Solution

2.3 Develop 
DI Int 

Solutions

2.1 Plan & 
Analyze



Data Integration Activities
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2.1 Plan & 
Analyze

2.2 Design 
DI Solution

2.3 Develop 
DI Int 

Solutions

2.4 
Implement 
& Monitor

Development Step Key Points

2.4 - Implement and Monitor • Activate services that were developed and tested
• Automation and manual monitoring 
• Monitor and serviced at the same level as the most demanding target application 

or data consumer



Tools
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Data 
Transformation 

Engine (ETL) 
Tool

Data 
Virtualization 

Server

Enterprise 
Service Bus

Business 
Rules Engine

Data & 
Process 

Modeling 
Tools

Data 
Profiling 

Metadata 
Repository

Orchestration of tools make 
DII more effective.

Support the integration efforts 
and target structure.

Recommend a common 
vendor across as many tools 
as possible to reduce 
overhead and cost.



Techniques, Implementation Guidelines & Governance
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Key Techniques:
Keep applications coupled loosely

and
Limit quantity of interfaces

Implementation Guidelines: 
1. Readiness or Risk Assessment around Enterprise integration tool implementation
2. Determine whether centralized or decentralized application teams; consider a Center of Excellence (CoE)

Governance to support:
- Engage business-driven decisions, identify SLAs, incorporate policy
- Develop data sharing agreements or Memorandums of Understanding (MoU)
- Data lineage to support compliance, data changes, impact analysis
- Establish and collect DI metrics



Q & A
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STUDY GROUP MATERIALS
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Study group presentations will be posted on CDMP Study Group page, on DAMA New England website, in the Schedule & 

Agenda section.

about:blank
about:blank


NEXT SESSION
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Date Topic Facilitator

February 19th Chapter 1: Data Management Tony Mazzarella

March 4th Chapter 2: Data Handling Ethics Lynn Noel

March 18th Chapter 3: Data Governance Sandi Perillo-Simmons

April 1st Chapter 4: Data Architecture Laura Sebastian Coleman

April 15th Chapter 5: Data Modeling & Design Lynn Noel

April 29th Chapter 6: Data Storage & Operations Karen Sheridan

May 13th Chapter 7: Data Security Laura Sebastian-Coleman

May 27th Chapter 8: Data Integration & Interoperability Mary Early

June 10th Chapter 9: Document & Content Management Sandi Perillo-Simmons

June 24th Chapter 10: Reference & Master Data Mary Early

July 8th Chapter 11: Data Warehousing & Business Intelligence Tony Mazzarella

July 22nd Chapter 12: Metadata Management Karen Sheridan

August 5th Chapter 13: Data Quality Laura Sebastian-Coleman

August 19th Chapter 14: Big Data & Data Science Nupur Gandhi

September 2nd Chapter 15: Data Management Maturity Assessment Laura Sebastian-Coleman

September 16th Chapter 16: Data Management Organization & Role Expectations Agnes Vega

September 30th Chapter 17: Data Management & Organizational Change Management Tony Mazzarella

October 7th Final Review Tony Mazzarella



HOMEWORK
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How does ARMA help an organization with Records Management?


